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be a 

 HERO 
and  

ENGAGE  

your people



Watch the Video at this link:

https://gocamppro.wistia.com/medias/y9wn473c28
 



Director’s Notes

The facilitator of today’s session will need: 
to view the video prior to running the session and prepare 1 
handout and copy 4 handouts
a projector
a computer
speakers for sound
the song “I Need A Hero” to introduce the session 

(not necessary but a fun addition!)
candles (2 for every team) and matches

4 handouts (to be prepared ahead of time)
make 1 copy per person of the HERO Handout found below
make 1 copy per person of the Engagement Pyramid Handout 
found below
make 1 copy per team of a Scenario found below

(1 Supervisory Scenario for each team of supervisory staff and 1 
Counsellor Scenario for each team of counsellors) - you will only need 1 
Scenario per group (there are 3 different scenarios for supervisors and 5 

for counsellors so every group can have a different scenario).  If you have 
more than 3 teams of supervisors or 5 teams of counsellors, simply double 
up so more than 1 group will be doing the same scenario (or add your new 

ones of your own)
CREATE and copy for each staff member an Overhead View 
of a Cabin and Bunks (OR tents and sleeping space OR a 
square or circle with groups of campers for Day Camps - 
whatever fits YOUR needs) for Sociogram activity - watch the 
video before the session for full details!



Before you enter your session space, gather your staff together 
and divide them into equal teams of no more than 8. Explain 
that music will be playing as they enter but that, as soon as the 

music stops, you would like them all to be silent so you may 
begin your instructions.

In order to be prepped for what happens later in the session, 
please divide your staff so that the groups have people of 

approximately all the same level of experience (ex. all leadership 
team members, 1st year counsellors, program area staff, etc.) 

and, as with every session at training, you will want them to 
introduce themselves and shake hands with their teammates - 
this is great practice for when they meet parents and campers on 

Opening Day.

Have another Leadership Team member greeting them as they 
enter and showing each group where to stand.  It adds to the 

session if you are playing “I Need A Hero” by Bonnie Tyler as 
they enter the room. (here is a link to the song on youtube:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBwS66EBUcY)

Ask them to enter 1 group at a time and line up at 1 end of the 
room (opposite to where you have placed a lit candle for each 

team).  The distance between teams and their candle is up to you 
but I wouldn’t make it too far. You will have also placed 1 unlit 

candle for each team at their starting points.

The staff will need:  pen, journal (or notebook)

When the music stops (either when the song ends or when you 
decide to turn it down), introduce the session and let them know 
that you are partnering with me and that we are doing a session 

together.  Press play when you are ready!  Let’s do this!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBwS66EBUcY


Scenarios for Supervisory Staff

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your staff member sits on the engagement scale 

and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your staff member to the next level of 

the pyramid

You have a staff member who is never on time, always bringing kids 
late for meals, does not get evals in on time, goes off without telling 
their co but the campers LOVE her.  She is very creative, imaginative, 
and is making magic for her campers.

———————————————————————————————

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your staff member sits on the engagement scale 

and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your staff member to the next level of 

the pyramid

A staff member is working really hard, is always on time, makes sure 
the children are safe, and keeps their area clean.  However, they do 
not participate with bigger camp stuff - they never wear a costume, 
never want to participate in campfire or other songs, they never 
volunteer to be a character in a skit or announcement, and roll their 
eyes when these kind of things happen in the dining hall or elsewhere 
at camp.

———————————————————————————————



Scenarios for Supervisory Staff

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your staff member sits on the engagement scale 

and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your staff member to the next level of 

the pyramid

Your best friend since you were in a cabin together when you were 8 
is now someone who reports to you.  Since training began, he has sat 
in the back of sessions you are leading and whispered and laughed 
with other staff, come late to your sessions, and made fun of your past 
mistakes in front of other staff.  

———————————————————————————————

SCENARIOS FOR COUNSELLORS

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your camper sits on the engagement scale and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your camper to the next level of the 

pyramid

A long-time camper comes to a 2nd session of camp this year but, 
although she is very familiar with camp and staff, she does not know 
anyone in her cabin who has been coming to that session for a few 
years now.  The long-time camper seems to be involved in all camp 
activities but all she wants to do is talk about her former week at camp 
this summer and all her old cabin mates.  It seems to be isolating her 
further.  During activities, she has begun to make fun of others or call 
them out when they mess up.



SCENARIOS FOR COUNSELLORS 

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your camper sits on the engagement scale and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your camper to the next level of the 

pyramid

Your camper is new to camp but appeared very excited to be at camp 
on the first day.  Now he seems to be breaking down into tears at any 
given moment and is complaining about every little thing.  He finally 
has a huge melt-down at free swim. 

———————————————————————————————

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your camper sits on the engagement scale and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your camper to the next level of the 

pyramid

Your camper has been super excited about all activities this week until 
it comes to archery.  He is adamant that he does not want to go and 
constantly says it’s stupid. The other campers are becoming annoyed 
with him but he keeps it up.   When it becomes time to head out to 
archery, he says that his stomach hurts and he needs to see the 
nurse.

———————————————————————————————



Go Camp Pro’s Engagement Scale

WORK FROM THE BOTTOM UP!

E - and finally at the top of the engagement scale, these camper are EMPOWERING 
themselves and others (taking leadership roles, making a difference)

G - campers at this level are GAINING resiliency - getting a handle on coping with 
disappointments and failures - they have grit 

A - they are APPLYING themselves to new situations (attempting) new challenges - 
they are excited and eager to learn

G - they are GENERATING positive connections - they are not bullying or being 
bullied, they are not excluding others or being excluded, they are not sitting on the 
perimeter (use the Sociograms from bunk to bunk)

N - they have NO problem joining in and participating
E - what is their EASE of ENTRY?: are they comfortable at camp, are they eating, 

drinking, pooping, sleeping? (all these basic needs have to be met before they can 
engage any further) - if these need are met, they can move on to greater 
engagement



SCENARIOS FOR COUNSELLORS 

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your camper sits on the engagement scale and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your camper to the next level of the 

pyramid

Your teen week camper has been a stellar camper for almost 10 years 
and you are so excited to see her name on your cabin list.  When she 
arrives, however, she is very aloof, seems too cool for camp, and 
appears to be undermining you at every turn.  She whispers to others 
while you are talking and tries to convince them that they should listen 
to her and not you when it comes to what they would like to do this 
week as a cabin group.

———————————————————————————————

Your task is 3 fold:  
1) decide where your camper sits on the engagement scale and why 
2) discuss the 4 steps you would take using the HERO acronym to 

solve the immediate situation
3) come up with a plan to move your camper member to the next 

level of the pyramid

One of your teen week campers was in your cabin 2 years ago when 
you were a teen week camper.  He is a year younger than you but did 
not come to LIT/CIT this year.  He returns as a camper and is so 
excited that his buddy is now one of his counsellors.  He lets everyone 
in the cabin know that you are totally cool and that you don’t have to 
worry about following rules or regulations but you can all just hang out 
and do whatever you want this week.  When you try to do your job, he 
brings up stories about when you were a camper and perhaps did not 
follow the rules.  He also ignores you when you need to discipline 
(positively, of course) your campers.



H
E
R
O

Have all you need

Engage campers

Read all the signs

Offer a memory


